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Score is in C with the usual instrument transpositions (i.e., contrabassoon and double bass sound one octave lower 
than written pitch; harp harmonics, celesta, and piccolo sound one octave higher; glockenspiel sounds two octaves 
higher, etc.) 
 
    
3 Flutes (Flute 2 also Piccolo; Flute 3 also Piccolo)       
2 Oboes    
English Horn        
2 Bb Clarinets (Clarinet 1 also Eb Clarinet; Clarinet 2 also Bb Bass Clarinet)       
Bb Bass Clarinet 
2 Bassoons (Bassoon 1 also Harmonica in D; Bassoon 2 also Harmonica in A) 
Contrabassoon 
 
4 Horns in F 
3 Trumpets in C – cup, straight, and Harmon mutes 






Percussion 1: Almglocken*, Vibraphone (no motor), 3 Triangles (small, medium, large), China Cymbal, Medium and 





Percussion 2:  Toy Piano*, Marimba, Sizzle Cymbal, Small and Large Suspended Cymbals, High Woodblock, Tenor 


























* Toy Piano sounds one octave higher than notated. If Toy Piano is unavailable, part may be played on a second Celesta. If Almglocken are partly 












“Where the dark green willows weep” draws its inspiration from the painting The Ballad of the Jealous Lover of 
the Lone Green Valley, created by American artist Thomas Hart Benton in 1934.  The subject matter of the 
painting is itself inspired by an old Ozark folksong that tells the tale of a woman’s tragic murder at the hands of her 
jealous fiancé. Benton’s interpretation depicts the moment immediately following the fatal stabbing. The woman, 
having fallen to the ground and grasping her chest, looks up at her fiancé who stands above her, still holding the 
knife. In the foreground are three folk musicians whose music paints the unfolding drama. Pastoral elements, 
which include the rolling countryside, fill in the background while the moon, almost centrally placed, illuminates 
the scene.  
 
In planning the musical adaptation of Benton’s painting, I chose to focus on these same elements: man, woman, 
folk musicians, landscape, and moon, all as foreground and background material. The folk music, which serves as a 
basis for all the thematic components and ties the various scenes together, is derived from the folk tune “The 
Jealous Lover”.  
 
The piece opens forcefully with a combination of open fifths (correlating to the open strings of the violin), which 
then leads to a brief introduction featuring the primary musical themes. At the conclusion of the introduction, the 
tone abruptly shifts into the music of the moon. A solo violin emerges from the mysterious nighttime sounds and 
eventually performs a lively folk tune. At the conclusion, we are ushered into the music of the woman. Sweet and 
gentle, yet also sad and troubled, her music is dominated by an ever-rising melodic gesture within the wind section. 
As her music comes to a close, the moon reappears, even more prominently. On this occasion, a solo cello first 
develops and is subsequently joined by the solo violin. Their fiery duet then leads to the music of the man. Cocky 
and aggressive, his brass-laden theme drives ahead in an unrelenting manner. Spotting the woman’s previous 
suitor, the man offers up a challenge and a brief fight ensues. Having underestimated his adversary, the man is 
easily dispatched with a swift blow to the face. Following the altercation, the man’s theme returns but now 
reflecting a defeated posture. Angry and humiliated, the man skulks off in search of his fiancé, eager for another 
battle. A third and final presentation of the moon appears that launches in the final act of the melodrama. The fast-
paced music that follows characterizes the man’s furious pursuit combined with the woman’s agitated state of 
mind. Confronting her about an imagined infidelity, the woman strongly protests, proclaiming her commitment to 
him. However, her objections only fuel his rage. The man’s theme becomes increasingly menacing, eventually 
overpowering her music. Following a return of the opening music, the man swiftly drives the knife into the 
woman’s heart. Brief fragments of her music are heard as her life slips away; the beating of her heart slowly fading 

























Clarinet in Bb 1
(Eb Cl.)




Bassoon 1 & 2
Contrabassoon
Horn in F 1 & 2
Horn in F 3 & 4
Trumpet in C 1
Trumpet in C 2 & 3
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